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The benchmark
for mobile travel.

The HYMER way

Our vehicles – an outstanding choice.
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The Pioneer
Inventor, visionary,
entrepreneur
When he founded the Erwin Hymer Group,
Erwin Hymer not only established a
highly successful group of companies but
also revolutionised camping in general.

Erwin Hymer (* 27 July 1930 † 11 April 2013), a leading figure
of the European caravan and motorhome sector

Technical know-how, the pioneering spirit of the entrepreneur
and a healthy dose of ambition and hard work − all of these
were typical of Erwin Hymer. From humble beginnings, our
company’s founder, who passed away in April 2013, created
a group of companies which now ranks among the leading
motorhome and caravan manufacturers in Europe and is
active worldwide.

For over 60 years, the EHG has produced a range of different
series, models and layouts. Many of its motorhomes and caravans have set standards and ushered in new trends − especially
in terms of technology, comfort and design, as well as quality
and safety. For our founder Erwin Hymer, incorporating customers’ wishes into the development of new and improved
vehicles was always a matter of principle.

As a young engineer, Erwin Hymer followed his parents’ calling, and began working in his father Alfons’ repair shop in the
southern German town of Bad Waldsee in 1956. Just one year
later, he developed the first caravan – the original “Troll” – in
collaboration with the engineer Erich Bachem. And thus began
a new era! The next decisive step came in 1971 with the launch
of the first HYMER motorhome – a key milestone in our long
corporate history!

For decades, Erwin Hymer’s inventiveness and ceaseless creativity has shaped the entire industry. His whole life’s work
provides us with a model for future corporate decisions.
As a result, the concept of motorhoming has always been inseparably linked with the name HYMER. The passion and professionalism that goes into the development and construction
of our vehicles is appreciated by our customers. We at HYMER
are not only proud of over 60 years of company history, but
also of our employees, who devote their energy and ideas on
a daily basis to making “travel in the original” possible.
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A unique success story

The development of the integrated Hymermobil at the beginning of the 70s ushered in a new era in the history of mobile
homes. The year 2014 saw the production of the 150,000th
HYMER motorhome. From the legendary B-Class or the luxurious S-Class to thelightweights of the Exsis series or the

The history of the HYMER motorhome.

1923

Alfons Hymer begins production
of agricultural vehicles.

1995

HYMER presents the new S-Class
and becomes the first company
in the industry to be certified
according to ISO 9001 on the
strength of its high product
quality.

2017

60 years on the move:
HYMER celebrates its anniversary.

1957

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

2004

In October, the 100,000th Hymer
motorhome rolls off the production line in Bad Waldsee.

1961

The first hand-built HYMER
motorhome, the Caravano, makes
its debut.

2007

HYMER’s 50th anniversary is honoured with an anniversary edition
of the B-Class SL in gold.

1971

The first Hymermobil is built and
presented at the Caravan Salon.

2011

Opening of the Erwin Hymer
Museum opposite the company
headquarters in Bad Waldsee.

2018

Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort – the world’s first motorhome with a new MercedesBenz Sprinter chassis cowl and
internally developed SuperLight
chassis.
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Visit the Erwin Hymer Museum
and discover the world of motorhoming and the greatest routes
of all time.
www.erwin-hymer-museum.de

1976

The Hymermobil 521 with pulldown double bed in the cab
becomes a bestseller.

2012

Lightweight design from Bad
Waldsee – HYMER puts its stamp
on the 3-ton class and once
again sets new standards within
the industry.

1978

The innovative PUAL body shell is
developed and proves its stability.

2014

Europe’s leading manufacturer
produces the 150, 000th HYMER
motorhome.

colourful variety of semi-integrated models − many vehicles
from these model series have been crowned with major
awards over the years. This chronicle sketches the key stages
in the remarkable success story of the Hymermobil.

1981

The HYMER B-Class is introduced
and over the following years
becomes one of Europe’s most
popular motorhomes.

2015

A further milestone: the Hymermobil ML-I – an integrated
motorhome on a Mercedes-Benz
chassis weighing less than
3.5 tons.

1986

HYMER becomes the first manufacturer to grant a 6-year water
ingress warranty on its motorhomes.

2016

A new era begins with the
Hymermobil B-Class DynamicLine,
offering superlative comfort despite weighing less than 3 tons.

The HYMER way
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Heater in the double floor
Is much quieter, protects the tanks against
extreme temperatures, while also heating and
protecting the cellar compartments

HYMER PUAL 2.0

Thermal compartments
in the double floor

State-of-the-art design with
no thermal loss

Including a single-level loading compartment
of up to 70 x 24 cm (W x H) with access from
both sides, up to 1,000 litres of total storage
volume and a raised floor height of 36 cm

Polyurethane foam and aluminium provide
extreme longevity with lower overall weight

Fresh water and
waste water tanks

Gapless elastic bonding
Of the roof and walls for outstanding
stability and torsion resistance

The HYMER way

The new Super Light Chassis

Excellent insulation values
Perfect winter performance due
to even and fast heat distribution

With large capacity (180 l fresh water,
150 l waste water) for greater selfsufficiency – heated, insulated and
100% winter-ready

Low centre of gravity
With uniformly level underbody for
reduced body roll, high driving stastability and minimal driving noise

GRP garage casing for heavy loads
Can carry up to 450 kg with a storage volume
of up to 3,800 litres

Winterproof with
excellent thermal
insulation values
A 34 mm PUAL wall is
equivalent to an 80 cm-thick
solid brick wall

Impresses with all-round lightness.

All-round all-weather protection.

Discover an exceptional next-generation lightweight chassis developed by HYMER for the special needs of
motorhomes. Benefit from optimised riding characteristics, a heated double floor and excellent storage options.
Enjoy your time-outs – with the “Super Light Chassis” from HYMER you have a whole host of innovations on board.

Independent of all weather conditions in every climatic zone – this is the promise of HYMER’s innovative PUAL construction technique, which has been setting new standards since 1978. The impressive PUAL design is made possible
by a unique two-component adhesive, which has its origins in the aviation industry and can withstand even extreme
loads thanks to the use of special materials and composites. The side walls, roof and rear are optimally connected
at each point thanks to this so-called “adhesive edge”.

Further highlights:
Single-level living area floor

Reduced weight

Roomy floor compartments

E.g. shower with level standing area
and excellent all-round insulation

With increased maximum payload thanks
to high-quality lightweight construction –
16% lighter than a conventional chassis

With a total of 5 thermal compart-ments, suitable for extreme
temperatures

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.

The highly efficient adhesive edge acts like a shock absorber that counteracts the extreme centrifugal and torsional
forces that occur while driving. It thus guarantees a long service life for the bodywork and also minimises road
noise. With PUAL 2.0, HYMER has again significantly improved its tried-and-tested formula for the inner and outer
skin by including a stable and homogeneous aluminium coating on the inner lining.

Optimal safety
when on the move
HYMER body shell design.

1

2

GRP roof and underbody

Fresh and waste water tanks

HYMER’s innovative multi-layer technology has been designed to ensure
nothing “spoils” your journey. The GRP roof coating offers optimal
protection against hail damage, while an additional aluminium layer
ensures the vehicle’s leak-tightness for many years to come. This also
applies to the robust GRP lightweight floor, which reliably protects
the vehicle against stone chips, road salt and dirt.

All tanks are heated and insulated – this ensures trouble-free operation even in extreme winter temperatures. Numerous tests in the cold
chamber have verified the system’s outstanding warm-up and heating
performance.

3

4

1

5

“Perfect Close” technology

LED headlights and multifunctional rear lights

All attachment parts, such as wheel arches and rear light mouldings,
are made of 3D cross-linked polyurethane. The benefits include increased durability as well as protection against cracking, UV radiation
and many other weather-related effects.

Specially developed HYMER headlights with modern LED fibre optics
not only guarantee superlative illumination both day and night, but
also further increase your safety. Optionally available: state-of-the-art
bi-LED headlights that are unique in the travel industry.

5
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Panoramic windscreen and wide-angle wing mirrors

Airbags

An optimised panoramic windscreen and large side windows transform
your driver’s seat into a viewing platform with a perfect view of the
surroundings and traffic. The new wide-angle wing mirrors ensure excellent rear visibility.

Your safety is our top priority. That’s why airbags on both the
driver and passenger sides are included as standard on all HYMER
motorhomes.
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Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.
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GRP garage casing

Assistance systems

To ensure nothing essential gets left behind, the self-supporting GRP
garage casing can carry up to 350 kg as standard and offers generous
storage space. The maximum payload can be optionally increased to
450 kg. In addition, an integrated heating outlet ensures your luggage
is well protected from the cold.

Your HYMER motorhome is available with various high-tech assistance
systems to unburden you during your journey. For the Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter these include for example:
• Crosswind Assist • Adaptive cruise control (Distronic) • Active Brake
Assist • Traffic Sign Recognition • Lane departure warning system
• Driver alertness assistant • ESP and many more

The HYMER way
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Move into the
fast lane with
HYMER HY-Tec
Innovative technologies from HYMER –
for every destination.

Slide-out shelves for gas bottles

Dual-zone heater

The gas bottles are housed securely and accessibly in an exterior
compartment. The practical slide-out shelves ensure they can be easily
replaced.

The temperatures in your HYMER’s cab, living area and rear sleeping
area can be controlled separately. Perhaps you prefer it warmer when
driving and cooler in the sleeping area? No problem – thanks to independent climate control!

HYMER multimedia

Reversing and service camera

HYMER SMART Control

HYMER energy management system

Whether on the move or stationary, you will always enjoy a clear and
rich sound throughout your HYMER motorhome – and not just from
the loudspeakers of your TV. This is made possible by special integrated
speakers in the vehicle’s living area and rear section, which meet all
acoustic requirements.

Our optional reversing cameras are equipped with a dual lens and
include an integrated rear-view mirror function. An additional service
camera for greywater disposal with integrated LEDs ensures good
visibility, even at night.

With the new HYMER SMART Control, your motorhome’s main peripheral
devices are connected to the navigation system’s control unit. The result is an intelligent on-board system that keeps you up-to-date with
important data at all times. This includes, for example, the fill levels of
the tanks and the voltage of the batteries as well as the 230 V mains
connection.

Our system combines the latest LED technology with an intelligent
energy management system, which detects how much power the multimedia/navigation system is currently using and automatically switches
to the optimal power source. This reduces your power consumption
by up to 75%, which also extends the life of the batteries.

Hot air curtain

HYMER comfort sleeping system

Drawers

HYMER Smart Battery System

Your motorhome’s dashboard is also supplied with hot air when the
vehicle is parked up for camping. This prevents draughts and misting
of the windscreen.

Multi-zone cold foam mattresses offer many advantages when it comes
to ensuring a comfortable night’s sleep. The HYMER comfort sleeping
system includes a high-quality sprung mattress to ensure precise counterpressure for every part of your body, helping to ensure a pleasant and
restful sleep.

All your utensils (up to a total weight of 15 kg) can be stowed safely
and within easy reach in the extra-wide, freely divisible kitchen drawers. This is equivalent to the current standard found in premium home
kitchens. The drawers also feature handy servo soft-touch closing
mechanisms.

A novel combination of the strong performance of lithium batteries
with the low cost of common lead batteries brings many benefits. The
system stores energy in both types of batteries and intelligently controls the charging status. This provides superior performance and a significant increase in the vehicle’s self-sufficiency. In the long run, it also
reduces your operating costs and extends the life of the entire system.

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.
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Modern solutions from HYMER.
Headlights and rear lights
Your motorhome’s headlights and fog lights, which have been specially developed
by HYMER, are equipped with modern LED daytime running lights and offer excellent visibility both day and night. These can also be optionally upgraded to full
LEDs. The multifunctional rear lights also feature LED hybrid technology and HYMER’s
characteristic 3-bar light design.

Front design
The front design of HYMER motorhomes impresses thanks to a combination of
HYMER DNA and the current trends in the automotive industry. The panoramic
windscreen provides an optimal view to the outside and at the same time allows
more light into the vehicle. In addition to the striking HYMER high-gloss radiator
grille with chrome trim, accented intakes in the front spoiler round off the overall
look and create a sporty finish.

The HYMER way

Clever design meets
premium quality
Premium quality fabrics
In your HYMER you will discover the world’s largest selection of high-quality fabric
combinations. We source most of our upholstery materials and imitation leather
from renowned German manufacturers and established European weaving mills –
for example, our leather comes from an Italian HYMER partner.
All materials are processed by 30 sewing experts at our in-house sewing shop in
Bad Waldsee. For a fabric to be fitted in a HYMER leisure vehicle, it must not only
impress in terms of design, but must also satisfy numerous quality standards – such
as the 18 DIN ISO test standards, as well as passing the appropriate finish tests.
Take a closer look, and you will see that the structure of our fabrics is especially
impressive. Their tight weave makes them highly durable and able to withstand all
kinds of stresses. Thanks to the additional lotus effect, liquids simply flow off the
surface and can be easily dabbed away.
The fabric and leather variants exhibit above-average light and colour fastness values to cope with the high levels of solar radiation. They are also coated with a stain
protector and are thus extremely hard-wearing and easy to clean. Further tests for
rubbing fastness as well as abrasion and tear resistance are standard at HYMER and
guarantee the highest quality – which is why HYMER also offers a 10-year replacement parts warranty on its own fabrics.

Light
The long-lasting and energy-saving LED lights provide different colours and lighting
moods for significantly enhanced comfort inside your vehicle. Our innovative concept of enhanced ambient lighting and focused illumination gives you the freedom
to put specific areas of your motorhome under the spotlight.

Furniture finish

Unique surface quality
The finished surfaces in every HYMER are made from premium quality materials
that are easy to keep clean, robust and impervious to external influences. They are the
result of a sophisticated design process that includes a high degree of innovation.
This guarantees no rattling or squeaking and no scratches or paint defects on surfaces. In addition, care is taken throughout the interior to ensure uniform panel
gaps and perfect workmanship on all components.

Let yourself be enchanted by our elegant furniture concepts inspired by contemporary hotel suites and luxury apartments – even when on the move. Every HYMER
motorhome is characterised by an elegant furniture concept and genuine, highquality materials. For example, the overhead lockers offer a generous amount of
storage space, while the inviting bathroom stands out thanks to a large shower and
modern washbasin.
Meticulous testing procedure
Upholstery materials
The fabric variants that are fitted as standard underline the premium ambience in
every HYMER motorhome. All of our upholstery is manufactured on site in Bad
Waldsee, and with a focus on achieving the highest possible quality. Exclusive leather
combinations are also optionally available. We produce upholstery with doublestitched cap seams made of extra thick serabraid yarn, which can otherwise only
be found in the world’s most exclusive sports cars.
Outstanding design quality
The high-quality design that is a hallmark of HYMER has been honoured with
awards on numerous occasions – and twice in 2018 alone: the Exsis-i was awarded
the German Design Award in the “Exterior Design” category, while the B-Class
SupremeLine scooped the Red Dot Design Award in the “Interior Design” category.

Note: some of the equipment shown is optional and depends on the model range/layout.

Your HYMER is tested not once, but multiple times! When a new HYMER rolls off
the production line, it is really put through its paces. The testing is based on the
DIN catalogue in accordance with the ISO standards that every vehicle and caravan
is required to meet. HYMER has also developed a number of internal test procedures over the years, which help guarantee the high level of quality that is unique
to our company. These include noise tests, vibration tracks, cold chamber tests,
shower tests, cooker tests, as well as inspection of the storage space doors and the
tightness of the various assemblies. At the end, there must be a tick next to each
individual point before the model gets the green light for series production.

The HYMER way | The HYMER classes
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Not just a pretty face
The models of the 3 HYMER vehicle classes.

Comfort Plus class

Superior class

Luxury class

Semi-integrated:

Semi-integrated:

Integrated:

HYMER Exsis-t | Page 20

HYMER T-Class SL | Page 40

Hymermobil B-Class SL | Page 58

HYMER ML-T | Page 30

HYMER B-Class MC-T | Page 48

HYMER DuoMobil | Page 66

Integrated:

Integrated:

Hymermobil Exsis-i | Page 20

Hymermobil B-Class MC-I | Page 48

Comfort Plus class
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The Comfort
Plus class
Comfort Plus class

The perfect holiday on wheels.
From adventure holiday to family vacation – only the best will do when it comes
to your dream trip. These top-of-the-range motorhomes offer every home comfort
for maximum enjoyment. The journey is the reward.

Hymermobil Exsis-i

HYMER Exsis-t
HYMER ML-T

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t and Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Discover the future
of the 3-ton class.
The Exsis demonstrates our many years of experience in the field of lightweight construction:
even when almost fully kitted out with 2 people on board, a full fresh water tank and 2 full
gas bottles, there are still payload reserves of up to 450 kilograms depending on the layout.
An all-time best in the 3.5-ton category! The exterior and interior of the Exsis also boast a
unique design, ingenious features and an exceptionally homely and cosy atmosphere. The
vehicle’s aerodynamic design ensures low fuel consumption, quiet driving and a perfect
view. The modern bodywork technology endows the Exsis with excellent insulation values,
stability and durability.

• Exsis-t 374 Page 26
• Exsis-t /Exsis-i 474 Page 26
• Exsis-i 504 Page 27
• Exsis-t /Exsis-i 588 Page 27
• Exsis-t /Exsis-i 594 Page 28
• Exsis-t /Exsis-i 678 Page 28

Slender and
manoeuvrable

HYMER LED headlights
and hybrid rear lights

PUAL AL/AL

3.5 t
Garage loading capacity
up to 450 kg

Large garage

3.5-ton class

Comfort Plus class

HYMER Exsis-t and
Hymermobil Exsis-i

22
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Living area & kitchen

Living area
and kitchen
Striking design combined
with a cosy, relaxed ambience.

Home from home.
The L-shaped seating area lends a cosy, even
homely look to the whole interior thanks to
the Grazia fabric combination – seen here in
the Chiavenna Walnut furniture finish.

Top-class seating.
The cab is perfectly integrated into the living
area for a real home-from-home feeling, as
pictured here in the Exsis-t 588 with modern
Chiavenna Walnut furniture finish and Grazia
fabric combination. The B-pillars are additionally upholstered and the overhead lockers
extend over the driver and passenger doors.

Just like a home cinema.
Thanks to the optional 32-inch flat-screen TV
and the HYMER Smart Multimedia System
including Bluetooth connection, the Exsis
creates a home cinema feeling even when
you’re on the road.

Generous kitchen area.
A generous side kitchen is part of the standard
equipment in Exsis models 474, 504 and 588.
The readily accessible overhead lockers and
large, flexibly partitioned drawers are a boon
when pottering in the kitchen.

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t and Hymermobil Exsis-i

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t and Hymermobil Exsis-i
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Sleeping & bathroom

Comfort Plus class

Sleeping
and
bathroom
Ample space, light
and quality of life.
Sweet dreams.
The single beds in the Exsis can be
optionally equipped with a connecting
cushion between the mattresses. A
number of handy overhead lockers
make your sleeping comfort complete.

Ample space.
The extremely roomy comfort
bathroom not only boasts a separate shower with fixed walls but
also allows plenty of standing
space in front of the washbasin.

Superior sleeping comfort.
The fold-down bed above the cab in the Exsis-i
can be lowered right down for maximum
freedom of movement and headroom. It offers
a comfortable sleeping space extending across
the entire width of 1.50 metres – even in the
front part of the vehicle.

Comfort bathroom.
The redesigned comfort bathroom with a large
shower space offers plenty of elbow room both
in front of the washbasin and while showering.
Generous bathroom cabinets with plenty of storage
space make it easy to keep all your accessories
within reach. The shelves are fitted with tensioning
straps as standard to keep small and fragile items
secure even when the vehicle is in motion. The
bench toilet features an ergonomic sitting position
and is easy to clean.

Highlights:

222
Exsis-t 374

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

599 x 222 x 277 cm

**

**

2]large twin beds,
dimensions 198 x 80 / 182 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe and large linen
drawer under the twin beds

•

Compact bathroom with folding
washbasin, mirror cabinet and large
shower space

•

Refrigerator capacity 85 l

•

Twin bed vehicle under 6 m

Seats

Exsis-i 474

Exsis-i 504

3.500
664

kg – 4.500 kg

Exsis-t 588

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 190 x 80 / 190 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe and linen drawer
under beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Vario-Premium bathroom, open
bathroom/WC combination, hinged
shower partition and large shower
space

•

142 l refrigerator (optional)

•

Large moped garage

Exsis-t 588

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

599 x 222 x 277 cm

2,700 kg

800 – 1,150 * kg

694

Exsis-i 588

Exsis-i 588

3.500 kg – 4.500 kg
699

222

222

222

[ ]

3.500 kg – 4.500 kg

694

•

Large rear single bed,
dimensions 200 x 177 /92 cm

•

Integrated fold-down bed,
dimensions 188 x 150 cm

•

Convenient access to rear bed

•

Spacious floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate
shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator (optional)

Seats

Berths

Highlights:
•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 80 / 190 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe and linen
drawer under beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with
separate shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator (optional)

•

Large moped garage

699

664
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 474

659 x 222 x 277 cm

2,725 kg

775 – 1,775 * kg

Exsis-i 474

664 x 222 x 277 cm

2,800 kg

700 – 1,700 * kg

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

222

222

222

[ ]

659
Exsis-i 474

Berths / O*

Highlights:

3.500 kg – 4.500 kg
659

3.500 kg – 3.850 kg

599

599

*

Exsis-t 474

Exsis-t 474

Exsis-i 504

222

222
599

•[

Highlights:

222

3.500 kg – 3.850 kg

599

Exsis-i 504

222

Exsis-t 374

27

HYMER Exsis-i 504 and Hymermobil Exsis-i/t 588

222

Exsis-t 374

26

**Data not yet confirmed on going to press

Seats

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 588

694 x 222 x 277 cm

2,770 kg

730 – 1,730 * kg

Exsis-i 588

699 x 222 x 277 cm

2,840 kg

660 – 1,660 * kg

Berths / O*

*

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-t 374 and Hymermobil Exsis-i/t 474

Comfort Plus class | HYMER Exsis-i/t 594 and Hymermobil Exsis-i/t 678

Exsis-t 594

[ ]

3.500
kg – 4.500 kg
694

222

222
694
Exsis-i 594

Exsis-i 594

[ ]

3.500
kg – 4.500 kg
699

Highlights:
Large rear double bed,
dimensions 200 x 153 / 130 cm

•

Comfortable seating area with
side couch

•

Convenient access to rear bed

•

Spacious floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can be
closed off to front, separate shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator (optional)

•

Moped garage

Driving safety training with HYMER:

Safety first with
the number one!
HYMER is the first and only manufacturer to offer a dedicated safety training
course for motorhomes and caravans. And not just for HYMER, ERIBA or HYMERCAR
drivers! As the company that invented the motorhome, the safety of all motorhome
enthusiasts is our top priority. More information on dates and prices is available at:
https://www.hymer.com/en/driving-safety-training/

222

222

•

699
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 594

694 x 222 x 277 cm

2,810 kg

690 – 1,690 * kg

Exsis-i 594

699 x 222 x 277 cm

2,900 kg

600 – 1,600 * kg

Exsis-t 678

Exsis-t 678

3.500
744 kg – 4.500 kg

222

222

[ ]

744
Exsis-i 678

Exsis-i 678

3.500
749 kg – 4.500 kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*
*

Highlights:
•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 80 / 190 x 80 cm

•

Comfortable seating area with
side couch

•

Spacious wardrobe and linen
drawer under beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can be
closed off to front, separate shower

•

Large 160 l refrigerator (optional)

•

Large moped garage

222

222

[ ]

749
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Exsis-t 678

744 x 222 x 277 cm

2,880 kg

620 – 1,620 * kg

Exsis-i 678

749 x 222 x 277 cm

2,950 kg

550 – 1,550 * kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*
*
SAFETY TRAINING

*O = optional extras

l a b le
Also avai
anners
for carav

Comfort Plus class

Exsis-t 594

28
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HYMER ML-T
The HYMER ML-T unites the latest drive technology and innovative lightweight construction with
optimal comfort in an agile semi-integrated motorhome. Every corner speaks of comfort and
convenience: the level living area floor, the large seating area and the standard extending table
are just a few examples. The HYMER ML-T also comes with a comprehensive safety package.
What’s more, it boasts a range of standard features and additional comfort which are
unrivalled in this class.

NFaEceW
li ft
• HYMER ML-T 560 Page 36
• HYMER ML-T 570 Page 36
• HYMER ML-T 580 Page 37
• HYMER ML-T 620 Page 37

Optional four-wheel
drive

Non-wheel-arch-type
shower

Rear-wheel drive

Level throughout

Large garage

Slender and
manoeuvrable

Comfort Plus class

Milestones of innovation.

32

33

Living area & kitchen

Living area
and kitchen
Individual ideas for stylish
living and cooking.

Ample seating.
Thanks to the 360° rotatable
table, which can be adjusted
both lengthways and crossways,
the Comfort L-shaped seating
area in the ML-T 580 can
accommodate up to 4 people –
shown here in the Noce Cognac
furniture finish and Cristallo
fabric combination.

Snug living area.
The attractive seating area is
shown here in the ML-T 570
as an L-shaped seating area in
the modern Chiavenna Walnut
furniture finish with Creola
imitation leather.

Modern side kitchen.
A Smart-Tower refrigerator
(142 litres), a hinged worktop extension and, on request, kitchen
wall cladding with many additional sockets throughout the
vehicle. The flexibly partitioned
kitchen drawers in various sizes
and readily accessible overhead
lockers are among the highlights
of the large side kitchen in the
ML-T 580, shown here in the
Noce Cognac furniture finish.

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T

Sleeping & bathroom

35

Comfort Plus class

34

Comfy sleeping oasis.
The comfortable single beds in the ML-T 570, 580 and 620 are
also available with our comfort sleeping system, which includes
a sprung mattress and fitted HYMER sheets. On request, the
single beds can be converted into a giant sleeping oasis via
an additional cushion.

Tasteful down to the last detail.
The beautiful and spacious comfort
bathroom of the ML-T 580 offers
a separable shower, a comfortable
bench toilet, a high-quality washbasin made of "Cool Glass" and
plenty of practical storage space.

Sleeping
and
bathroom
A linear aesthetic
coupled with
modern charm.

Generous storage space for your clothes.
Ample space is provided for your clothes thanks
to a large wardrobe under the hinged foot
section of the single bed and an additional
floor-to-ceiling wardrobe.

36

3.500 kg – 4.100 kg

[ ]

674

Large transverse bed,
dimensions 200 x 160 / 146 cm

•

Spacious floor-to-ceiling wardrobe
and large storage compartment under
the transverse bed

•

Vario bathroom with generous shower
and large practical fold-down shelf

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Large moped garage

222

•

ML-T 560

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

674 x 222 x 290 cm

**

**

Seats

ML-T 570

3.500 kg – 4.100 kg
674

674

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Berths / O*

674 x 222 x 290 cm

2,860 kg

640 – 1,240 * kg

**Data not yet confirmed on going to press

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 190 x 80 / 184 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe under
the twin bed with hinged foot
section

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with
separate shower and level
shower space

•

Level living area floor,
no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•

Huge moped garage

ML-T 580

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

698 x 222 x 290 cm

2,910 kg

590 –1,190* kg

Seats

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 189 x 80 / 179 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe (90 cm) under the
twin bed with hinged foot section

•

Additional wardrobe under the
single bed

Highlights:

ML-T 620

4.100 kg

Level living area floor, no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

764

Berths / O*

*

[ ]

764

Vario bathroom with generous shower
and large practical fold-down shelf

•

ML-T 620

Berths / O*

*

ML-T 620

•

Seats

[ ]

698

222

222

222

[ ]

3.500 kg – 4.100 kg

698

Highlights:

•

ML-T 570

ML-T 580

*

ML-T 570

Highlights:

222

222

674

ML-T 580

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 199 x 80 / 194 x 80 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe under
the twin bed with hinged foot
section

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for extra privacy

•

Level living area floor, no
platform

•

Corner kitchen with extra-large
worktop, half-height larder unit
and large 142 l refrigerator

•

3-burner hob with convenient controls on the front, just like at home

222

ML-T 560

Highlights:

222

ML-T 560

37

HYMER ML-T 580 & 620

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

764 x 222 x 290 cm

**

**

Seats

Berths / O*

*

Comfort Plus class

Comfort Plus class | HYMER ML-T 560 & 570

Superior class
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The Superior class
Living it large.
HYMER sets new standards in this class. Enjoy the freedom of a generous interior design concept: a cosy living area,
comfy seating, a well-equipped kitchen and plenty of privacy. So you’ll always feel at home, even when you’re thousands
of miles away.

Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort I

HYMER B-Class ModernComfort T

Superior class

HYMER T-Class SL

Superior class | HYMER T-Class SL
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HYMER T-Class SL
The top of the semi-integrated range.
The semi-integrated HYMER T-Class SL boasts a standard of comfort approaching that of a fully integrated motorhome – and all with a laden mass of 3.5 tons. Featuring innovative layout concepts,
it boasts a double floor containing the plumbing/wiring and cellar compartments, as well as a level
living area floor.
Highlights of the HYMER T-Class SL are its abundant headroom and freedom to move, not to
mention its first-class inventory. What better travelling companion could you wish for?

• T-Class SL 588 Page 46
• T-Class SL 704 Page 47

Double floor; level

Large garage

Large tank capacity

Garage loading capacity
up to 450 kg

GRP floor

PUAL body shell

Superior class

• T-Class SL 568 Page 46

Living area
and kitchen
Quality modern interiors
for the discerning customer.

42
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Living area & kitchen

Optimally equipped.
The kitchen – shown here in the Palatino Apple furniture finish – boasts a
Smart-Tower refrigerator (142-litre) as
standard and offers plenty of storage
space for cooking utensils and groceries.
Furthermore, the pull-down storage
compartment over the kitchen sink is not
only highly practical, but also ideal for
housing additional kitchen appliances.

Bright and cosy.
The optional L-shaped seating area with
swivel table in the T-Class SL radiates an
atmosphere of cosiness thanks to the
standard Palatino Apple furniture finish.

Superior class

Superior class | HYMER T-Class SL

No trip hazards.
The living area is level throughout – from the cab to the rear.
At the same time, the enormous
198 cm headroom in the interior
allows ample freedom of movement.

(Illustration shows similar fabric)

Superior class | HYMER T-Class SL
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Sleeping & bathroom

Tasteful down to the last detail.
A wealth of attractive and practical
details lend the comfort bathroom
of the T 568/588 SL a pleasant,
welcoming atmosphere. Among
these are the high-quality washbasin in luxurious “Cool Glass”.

Sleeping and
bathroom
Ideally equipped for holiday
comfort and convenience.

Cosy and welcoming.
The comfy single beds in the rear of the T-Class SL
always look fresh and inviting with their Palatino
Apple furniture finish.

Superior class

Clear organisation.
The bathroom of the T 704 SL is
clearly structured with a separate
shower, an adjoining floor-toceiling wardrobe and an opposing
bathroom and toilet area, as well
as a dressing area in-between –
shown here in the Trentino Pear
Wood furniture finish.

Superior class | HYMER T-Class SL 568 & 588

3.500
699kg – 4.500 kg

699

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

699 x 235 x 290 cm

2,960 kg

540 – 1,540 * kg

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 183 x 80 / 193 x 80 cm

T 704 SL

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
the twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate
shower and level shower space

•

Level living area floor with double
floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

Seats

4.500 kg
779

[

]

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 194 x 80 / 190 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
the twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling
wardrobe

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to front, with dressing area inside

•

Level living area floor with
double floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

779

Berths / O*

*

Highlights:

T-Class SL 704

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

779 x 235 x 290 cm

3,170 kg

1,330 kg

Seats

Berths / O*

*
Superior class

T-Class SL 568

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

T-Class SL 704

235

235

235

[ ]

Highlights:

47

235

T-Class SL 568

T 568 SL

Superior class | HYMER T-Class SL 704
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T-Class SL 588

T 588 SL

Highlights:

3.500
729kg – 4.500 kg

235

235

[ ]

729

T-Class SL 588

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

729 x 235 x 290 cm

3,015 kg

485 – 1,485 * kg

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 191 x 80 / 200 x 80 cm

•

2 spacious wardrobes under
the twin beds

•

Additional floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate
shower and level shower space

•

Level living area floor with double
floor and no platform

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

Seats

Be the first to hear all our news
HYMER on the web and in social media.

Want to know more about us?
On our website you’ll find everything there is to know
about HYMER: company history, model overviews, detailed
information and much more. Want to be friends? We are
now also active on social media channels. Check us out at
hymer.com and on our Facebook or Instagram channels!

Berths / O*

*

facebook.com/HymerEribaUK
*O = optional extras

instagram.com/hymer

Superior class | HYMER B-Class ModernComfort and Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort
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HYMER B-Class ModernComfort and Hymermobil
B-Class ModernComfort
A new generation hits the road.
The successful partnership between Mercedes-Benz and HYMER has resulted in vehicles that are exceptionally
innovative, safe and light. As the world’s first motorhome, the new Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort
impresses with a combination of the new Sprinter chassis cowl from Mercedes-Benz and Hymer’s internally developed, award-winning SLC chassis.

NE W
• B-MC T / I 550 Page 54
• B-MC T/I 580 Page 54
• B-MC T/I 680 Page 55
• B-MC T/I 690 Page 55

Loadable double floor

Large garage

Large tank capacity

GRP floor

PUAL body shell

3.5 t
3.5-ton class

Superior class

Thanks to its extremely light and sturdy construction, enhanced safety features and outstanding ride
comfort, this sporty-elegant motorhome ensures you are always one step ahead – and safely below the
3.5-ton limit.

Superior class | HYMER B-Class ModernComfort and Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort
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Living area & kitchen

Living area
and kitchen
Feel at home on the road.

Superior class

Cooking has never been so much fun!
The Noce Cognac furniture finish lends the
interior of the B-Class ModernComfort a
modern, fresh and high-class ambience.
An extremely open and generous feeling
of space is created as all the areas are
optimally utilised – thanks to a standard
142-litre refrigerator, integrated rubbish
bin in the kitchen and a practical worktop extension.

Feel good right from the start.
A recess in the rear wall of the washroom
allows a 32-inch LED TV to be harmoniously
incorporated into the overall design of the
ModernComfort 580’s living area. The driver
and passenger seats afford an excellent view
of the TV, which can even create a “fireplace
feeling” if desired. The 2.20 m bed is visible
in the background – shown here in the Grand
Oak furniture finish and with the Janeiro
fabric combination.

Modern cosiness.
The spacious seating area with the Delfi fabric
combination and Noce Cognac furniture finish
invites you to climb into the perfectly integrated
fold-down bed for some cosy relaxation –
either alone or with friends. In addition, the
modern LED lamps with touch controls let you
create your own individual lighting mood.

Superior class | HYMER B-Class ModernComfort and Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort
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Sleeping & bathroom

More room for you.
The comfort bathroom in the B-MC 580
stands out thanks to a large separable
shower, a comfortable and easy-care bench
toilet, and a wide standing area in front of
the modern and easy-to-clean washbasin.

How about a little extra?
Good news for taller travellers: the twin beds in the 580 layout are available in
a length of 2.20 metres on the right-hand side in addition to the traditional size
of 194 cm by 86 cm. This represents an extraordinary feature in a vehicle with an
overall length of less than 7 metres – and there is still room for the half-height
wardrobe and additional linen drawer. At the rear of the vehicle, the new design
is reflected in the overhead lockers.

Sleeping
and
bathroom
Comfort from head to toe.

Safe from top
to bottom.
The rear bed, which has
been converted into
a giant sleeping oasis,
can be reached – and
exited – conveniently
and safely via the new
fold-out steps. The
generous comfort steps
are equipped with a
non-slip coating to
match the floor.

Superior class

Comfortable fold-down bed.
The B-MC integrated motorhomes include a wide, comfortable fold-down bed above the cab which lowers
right down and is firmly supported in the sleeping position, so that nothing stands in the way of a restful
night’s sleep. The fold-down bed can be optionally extended to form twin beds via pullouts.

[

699
B-MC I 550

B 550 MC

3.500
699 kg – 4.500 kg

[

B-MC T 680

•

Large transverse bed, end-to-end
dimensions 200 x 145 cm

•

Wide, spacious floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower
and level shower space

•

Level living area floor, no platform

•

5th seat available as an option

•

Large fold-down bed available for B-MC T

•

Large 142 l refrigerator

•
•

B 680 MC

Convenient bed step, also usable when converting the bed into a giant sleeping oasis

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can be
closed off to front, separate shower

•

Large 142 l refrigerator with separate
freezer compartment (standard)

•

5th seat available as an option

•

Up to 1.5 t payload possible

Large moped garage

•

Large fold-down bed available for B-MC T

Can safely be driven in the 3.5 t class

•

Double floor with storage space,
accessible from the inside and outside
including level living area floor

•

Large moped garage

739
B-MC I 680

B 680 MC

[ ]

3.500
739kg – 4.500 kg

739
Payload / O*

B-MC T 550

699 x 229 x 296 cm

**

**

*

B-MC I 550

699 x 229 x 296 cm

**

**

*

Highlights:
[ ]

229

B-MC I 580

3.500
699 kg – 4.500 kg

2 large twin beds, dimensions 194 x 86 cm

•

2.20 m-long bed optionally available

•

Comfortable bed step, also usable
when converting the bed into a giant
sleeping oasis

•

Spacious floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Comfort bathroom with separate shower
and level shower space

•

Large 142 l refrigerator with separate
freezer compartment (standard)

•

Double floor with storage space, accessible
from the inside and outside including
level living area floor

•

Large moped garage

•

Can safely be driven in the 3.5 t class

229

B-MC T 680

739 x 229 x 296 cm

2,975 kg

525 – 1,525 * kg

*

B-MC I 680

739 x 229 x 296 cm

**

**

*

Seats

B-MC T 690

•

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

B-MC T 580

699 x 229 x 296 cm

2,900 kg

600 – 1,600 * kg

*

B-MC I 580

699 x 229 x 296 cm

2,990 kg

510 – 1,510 * kg

*

Seats

Payload / O*

B 690 MC

3.500
739kg – 4.500 kg

[

]

739
B-MC I 690

B 690 MC

Berths / O*

Highlights:

3.500
739kg – 4.500 kg

229

229

699

Mass in running
order

229

229

699

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Berths / O*

229

Seats

[ ]

•

Large queen-size bed,
dimensions 185/195 x 150 cm

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can be
closed off to front and rear

•

Large 142 l refrigerator with separate
freezer compartment (standard)

•

5th seat available as an option

•

Up to 1.5 t payload possible

•

Large fold-down bed is available for
the B-MC T

•

Double floor with storage space,
accessible from the inside and outside
including level living area floor

•

Large moped garage

229

3.500
699 kg – 4.500 kg

*O = Optional extras * *Data not yet confirmed on going to press

]

•

Mass in running
order

B 580 MC

[

2 large twin beds, 202 x 86 / 190 x 86 cm

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

B-MC T 580

3.500
739kg – 4.500 kg

•

699

B 580 MC

55

Highlights:

229

229

229

]

Highlights:

229

229

229

]

229

3.500
699 kg – 4.500 kg

229

B-MC T 550

B 550 MC

Superior class | HYMER B-Class ModernComfort 680 & 690 and Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort 680 & 690
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739
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

B-MC T 690

739 x 229 x 296 cm

**

**

*

B-MC I 690

739 x 229 x 296 cm

**

**

*

Berths / O*

Seats

Berths / O*

Superior class

Superior class | HYMER B-Class ModernComfort 550 & 580 and Hymermobil B-Class ModernComfort 550 & 580

Luxury class
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The luxury class
Don’t settle for second best.
Want to enjoy the same comforts on holiday as you do at home? Welcome to the HYMER elite! Here
you’ll find everything necessary to satisfy the highest standards: maximum space, maximum equipment
and maximum well-being.

HYMER DuoMobil

Luxury class

Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine
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Hymermobil B-Class
SupremeLine
Uncompromising comfort.
Welcome to the elite of modern motorhoming – with the exclusive Hymermobil B-Class
SupremeLine. With a length of up to 7.79 metres and a host of technical equipment on
board, it offers the independence, comfort and look of a Liner – at the price of a conventional integrated model. Notable among the many special features of this model range
are its spacious interior, excellent ease of movement and first-rate standard equipment
package complete with large rear garage. With the Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine,
you can enjoy comfort and self-sufficiency in equal measure!

• B-SL 674 Page 64
• B-SL 704 Page 65

Loadable double floor

GRP front, roof and
rear

PUAL AL/AL

HYMER LED headlights
and hybrid rear lights

65 cm entrance door

Large tank capacity

Luxury class

• B-SL 708 Page 65

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine
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Living area & kitchen

Long bench seats.
The comfort seating area in the B 704
SL comprises a large L-shaped bench
seat with an extra-wide opposing
bench seat – optionally available in
Napoli leather.
Handy pull-out shelf.
Above the sink there is an extremely handy
pull-out shelf for kitchen appliances,
equipped with its own 230 V socket. On
request also available without pull-out shelf.

Living area
and kitchen
A perfect marriage of
functionality and design.

Intelligent storage.
As well as large Servo soft-close drawers, the B 704
SL is equipped with a half-height kitchen cabinet
with larder unit, which is ideal for storing provisions
and kitchen utensils.

Luxury class

Comfortable seating.
The seating in the B 704 SL, pictured here, is upholstered in Napoli leather. The Hymermobil can be
optionally equipped with front cupboards instead
of the fold-down bed.

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine
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Sleeping & bathroom

63

Tasteful down to the last detail.
A wealth of attractive and practical details
lend the comfort bathroom of the B 674 SL
a pleasant, welcoming atmosphere. Among
these are the high-quality washbasin in
luxurious “Cool Glass” – shown here in the
light Grand Oak furniture finish.

Single beds or sleeping oasis.
The two generously proportioned single
beds in the rear of the B 704 SL and B 674
SL are 200 cm long and can be extended
as standard to create one extra-large bed.

Tailor-made for
every aspiration.

Luxury class

Sleeping
and
bathroom
Separable areas.
The bathroom
boasts a large
standing area and
a separate shower.
A practical sliding
door separates the
bathroom from the
sleeping area.

64

65

Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine 704 & 708

B-Class SL 704

B 704 SL

B-SL 704

4.500 739
kg

[ ]

*O = optional extras

Payload

739 x 235 x 296 cm

3,290 kg

1,210 kg

779 x 235 x 296 cm

3,390 kg

1,110 kg *

B Class SL 708

•

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 82 cm

B 708 SL

•

Spacious wardrobe and linen drawer
under the twin beds, additional floorto-ceiling wardrobe

•

Practical pull-out tray for coffee
machine including capsule holder in
overhead locker

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can be
closed off to front and rear with
dressing area inside

•

Double floor with through-loading
function including level living area
floor

235
B-SL 674

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

Highlights:

•
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

2 large twin beds,
dimensions 200 x 82 cm

•

Spacious wardrobe and linen drawer
under the twin beds, additional
floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•

Extra-wide kitchen with larder unit
and pull-out tray for coffee machine
including capsule holder

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can be
closed off to front and rear with
dressing area inside

•

Double floor with through-loading
function including level living area
floor

•

Large 160 l refrigerator

Seats / O*

Berths / O*

*

*

Highlights:

[ ]

4.500 kg
779

235

235
739

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

235

B 674 SL

•

235

779

Giant screen.
The 32" LED TV with electrically
extending bracket ensures optimal viewing – just like at home.
Combined with the HYMER Smart
Multimedia system (included
with the 32" TV), it makes for a
great viewing experience.

B-Class SL 674

[ ]

4.500 kg
779

235

Through-loading
compartment.
The practical through-loading
compartment is accessible from
both sides and readily accommodates long items such as
tables, surfboards or skis. Once
again, good insulation means
there is no risk of damage due
to extreme heat or cold.

Highlights:

779

•

Large power-adjustable queen-size
bed, dimensions 200 x 155 cm

•

2 large, practical drawers under
the queen-size bed

•

Practical pull-out tray for coffee
machine including capsule holder in
overhead locker

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to front and rear with
dressing area inside

•

Double floor with through-loading
function including level living area
floor

•

Large 160 l refrigerator

Large 160 l refrigerator

Seats / O*

Berths / O*

*

*

B-SL 708

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

779 x 235 x 296 cm

3,390 kg

1,110 kg *

Seats / O*

Berths / O*

*

*

Luxury class

Luxury class | Hymermobil B-Class SupremeLine 674

Luxury class | HYMER DuoMobil
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HYMER DuoMobil
Made for two.
The HYMER DuoMobil – a motorhome that is completely tailor-made for couples travelling alone!
It is as cosy and comfortable as a holiday home, and as mobile as a motorhome! Developed in collaboration with the Schleinkofers, the HYMER DuoMobil offers a range of equipment features and functions
which make it the ideal vehicle for a holiday for two. It is therefore THE perfect holiday home for
couples who want to be flexible on their travels without having to compromise on comfort.

• DuoMobil 534 Page 69

Non-wheel-arch-type
shower

U-shaped seating area

Fold-down bed
with single beds

Large garage

Double floor

Garage loading
capacity 450 kg

Luxury class

• DuoMobil 634 Page 71

Luxury class |

Living area, storage & sleeping
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DuoMobil 534

Restful sleep.
In the front is a fold-down bed which can also
be converted in a jiffy into two 195 and 190 cmlong single beds thanks to extending footrests.
A clear glass skylight ensures a constant supply
of fresh air and natural light.

Multiple rooms.
The separate shower provides plenty
of freedom of movement and comes
as standard. A fixed door with integrated mirror separates the wet room
and sleeping area from the living area.

Cleverly concealed.
Integrated in the rear shelf behind the lounge seating
area is a laptop compartment with USB ports as
well as 230 V and 12 V sockets. The compartment in
the HYMER DuoMobil is large enough to accommodate
electronic devices such as laptops, tablets, mobiles
and cameras along with their chargers.

Large U-shaped seating area.
There is plenty of space to relax in the cosy U-shaped rear
seating area, optionally available with rounded corner
cushions in Creola fabric (neck cushions also available on
request). The large panoramic windows provide a great
all-round view.

DuoMobil 534

DuoMobil B-DL 534
699

*Exterior design may differ

222
Dimensions
(L x W x H)

DuoMobil 534

*O = optional extras

699

699 x 222 x 296 cm

Fold-down bed with twin bed option,
dimensions 195 x 60 / 190 x 60 cm

•

2 wardrobes in front section of vehicle

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to rear with dressing
area inside

•

Level living area floor with double
floor and no platform

[ ]

3.500 kg - 4.500 kg

222

Practical garage.
The HYMER DuoMobil B-DL 534
has a practical, extremely spacious
and easily accessible bicycle garage
boasting an internal loading
height of 117 cm.

•

Mass in running
order

Payload / O*

2,980 kg

520 – 1,520 * kg

•

Large refrigerator (optional)

•

Large bicycle garage

•

Can also be driven in the 3.5 ton class

Seats / O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Luxury class

Highlights:

Luxury class | Living area, storage & sleeping
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DuoMobil 634

Large U-shaped seating area.
There is plenty of space to relax in the cosy
U-shaped rear seating area, optionally available with rounded corner cushions in Napoli
leather decor (neck cushions also available
on request). The large panoramic windows
provide a great all-round view.

Multiple rooms.
The separate shower provides plenty of freedom of movement and comes as standard.
A fixed door with a full-length mirror separates the wet room and sleeping area from
the living area.

DuoMobil 634

DuoMobil B-SL 634 779

4.500 kg

[

235

235

]

779
Plenty of cooking space.
The practical arrangement of the hob and sink unit leaves room for a large
worktop in between – optionally available with a hybrid hob.

DuoMobil 634

*O = optional extras

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Mass in running
order

Payload

779 x 235 x 315 cm

3,700 kg

800 kg

•

Fold-down bed with twin bed option,
dimensions 206 x 80/199 x 80 cm

•

2 wardrobes in front section of vehicle

•

Bathroom for more privacy, can
be closed off to rear with dressing
area inside

•

Level living area floor

•

ALDE hot water heater with heat
exchanger

•

Large 160 l refrigerator

•

Large, convenient garage with 2 large
garage doors as standard

•

HYMER Smart Battery System
(135 Ah lithium-ion battery), plus
95 Ah AGM battery as standard
Seats / O*

*

Berths / O*

*

Luxury class

Highlights:

Restful sleep.
In the front is a fold-down bed which can also be converted in a
jiffy into two 206 and 199 cm-long single beds thanks to extending
footrests. A clear glass skylight ensures a constant supply of fresh
air and natural light.
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Upholstery & furniture finishes

The interior
at a glance
Soft furnishings

73

Fabric and leather design,
wood finishes.

Single-colour fabrics

Ecotech

01

02

07

08

03

04

09

10

05

06

11

12

Part leather

Full leather

14

15

16

17

18

19

23

24

Wood finishes

20

Soft furnishings

Single-colour fabrics

–

DuoMobil 534 & 634

–

= Standard equipment

= Optional extra

–

–
–

B-Class ModernComfort
Exsis-i

–

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

Milano

Milos

Delfi

Cusco

Janeiro

Cristallo

Aruba

Grazia

*

* Only available for DuoMobil 534

DuoMobil 534 & 634

= Standard equipment

–
–

–

–

–

= Optional extra

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
*

–

*

–

–

–
–

*

–
–

–

B-Class SupremeLine
–

Phoenix

–

Colombo

–

Kitami

–
–

Santorin

–
–

Pico

–
–

01

– = Not available

Exsis-t
T-Class SL
ML-T

Tokyo

–

–

–

–

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
Noce Cognac

B-Class SupremeLine

–

–

Velvet Ash

–

–

–

Grand Oak

–

–

–

–

Chiavenna
Walnut

–

Exsis-i

–

–

Palatino

B-Class ModernComfort

–

Trentino
Pear Wood

–

–

–

Wood finishes

Grigio

–

–

–

Full leather

Napoli

–

–

–

Part leather

Tortora

ML-T

–

Ecotech

Dalana

–

T-Class SL

–

25

Creola

Exsis-t

22

– = Not available

= On request

* Only available for DuoMobil 534

HYMER Service
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Optional extras
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Optional extras
Special solutions to customise your van.
Want to add a more personal touch of class to your HYMER motorhome? You’ll find a wealth of attractive extras to choose from.
Below are just a few of them – your HYMER dealer will be happy to provide details of our full range.

Four-wheel drive
Difficult conditions such as snow, ice and
loose gravel are no problem for the ML-T 4x4.
The motorhome can be adapted for such
journeys via a rocker switch on the dashboard
which activates the front-wheel drive. The
engine power is then distributed between the
front and rear axle at a ratio of 35:65. The
four-wheel drive mode raises the vehicle’s
height by approx. 8.5 cm, which increases the
ramp and slope angle accordingly. Activating
the four-wheel drive gives the ML-T more
traction, directional control and pulling power,
giving it the same optimal performance
as a regular SUV. Optionally available with
7G-TRONIC automatic transmission.

The new and innovative
SMART Control

Luxury entrance door

Tailgate

The gas bottles are housed securely and accessibly in an exterior
compartment. Changing the gas
bottles couldn’t be easier thanks
to an optionally available, practical
sliding shelf.

The 60 cm-wide maxi entrance
door allows easy access to the motorhome. The luxury entrance door
pictured here is also optionally
available and includes a window,
blackout blind, integrated rubbish
bin and 2-stage locking device.

The optional garage door in
the rear wall provides even
better access to your HYMER
motorhome’s garage.

HYMER alloy rims

5th seat

Clever service camera

High-quality HYMER alloy rims
lend added individuality and
style to all HYMER motorhomes –
and that’s just on the outside!

If you are a party of five, an extra seat can be quickly and easily
installed on the small seating
bench next to the entrance door,
providing a practical extension
(depending on the layout).

With the aid of the service camera
mounted under the floor, the
driver can manoeuvre the vehicle’s
waste water outlet precisely over
the wastewater shaft without the
driver or passenger having to
leave the vehicle.

Electric front roller blinds
with privacy function

Front overhead lockers

Hob/oven combo

The optional front cupboards,
which include a front roof hatch
in place of a fold-down bed, give
the motorhome even more living
and storage space.

The hob and oven unit combines
different functions and includes
an integrated grill and hob.
The stove includes a hob with 3
burners.

Second TV with
twin beds

With its 32-inch high-definition
screen, the LED TFT television is
ideal for a cosy evening in front
of the TV in your motorhome.

Slide-out shelves for
gas bottles

The new and innovative HYMER Smart Control
system lets you check the charge level of the
battery and the fill level of the fresh and
waste water tanks.

The newly designed and optimised position of the 22" TV
ensures an ideal viewing experience. Thanks to the integrated
clothes rail, this space is also
ideal as a storage area.

An electric front windscreen roller
blind is optionally available to
keep out prying eyes as well as
the cold.

Trailer hitch
With the optional trailer hitch,
you can take a boat and trailer
with you on holiday – and gain
some extra storage space.

HYMER Service

32" TV
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HYMER Original Parts & Accessories
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HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories
The HYMER E-Bike

Storage space

Discover our wide range of innovative solutions that are available in the categories interior, exterior,
chassis system, travel and transportation. With HYMER Original Accessories, you can rest assured you’ve
made the right choice: a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality. HYMER Original Parts
& Accessories are not available direct from the factory, but are ordered and retrofitted exclusively
via your HYMER dealer. You can find the full range of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories online at
www.hymer-original-zubehoer.com/en

The HYMER E-Bike by FLYER gives you even more mobility while on
holiday. Based on the Flogo model with a conveniently low, easymount frame and 250-W Panasonic motor, the e-bike fits easily into
the rear garage thanks to its compact size and smart handlebar and
pedal folding mechanisms. You’ll be impressed by its high-quality
craftsmanship and excellent handling, not to mention the generous
warranty, e.g. 10 years for the frame.

The extendable loading box is mounted in the integrated floor storage
compartment. This allows objects to be conveniently removed and also
enables access from the vehicle’s interior. Fits some B-Class SupremeLine and B Modern Comfort vehicles – in different widths depending
on the model.

Don’t forget your bike

Windscreen cover

All aboard

Rest assured

Peace of mind for a more peaceful sleep

Exclusive bicycle rack system for the HYMER
rear garage. Takes just seconds to install.
Probably the smallest and lightest bicycle
rack in the motorhome sector, it offers the
same security as conventional models without
needing a support rail.

Cover made from ultra-light, weather-resistant
PVC-coated mesh fabric for sun protection and
privacy. Fits perfectly and looks great.

The flexible storage space system developed
exclusively for HYMER keeps the rear garage
well organised and saves you the hassle of
climbing inside when loading and unloading.

The specially designed HYMER safe for the passenger door of your
Fiat Ducato vehicle has enough space for the most important valuables
that are essential when on the road.

Sleep safe and sound thanks to our highly innovative anti-burglary
system. The sensor detects people loitering within one metre of the
entrance door. This alarm system has been developed to minimise the
likelihood of a break-in and, in an emergency, to wake the occupants.

Rear vision

Well covered

A perfect fit

Self-sufficiency par excellence

Multimedia package

The integrated dual camera in the third brake
light combines optimal design with excellent
visibility directly behind the vehicle and into
the distance – and all without additional
holes in the rear wall.

You can tell an original HYMER seat cover
thanks to its optimal fit. The machine-washable
covers include a pocket at the back and are
available in beige and graphite.

Custom-made high-quality cab carpet made
of polypropylene tufted velour with edging in
a nubuck design. Embellished with the Original
HYMER logo.

The HYMER Smart Battery System gives you the advantages of two
battery technologies (AGM + LI) and consequently extends your
self-sufficiency from an average of 1.5 days to 5.5 days, while also
increasing the life of your battery from 3 to 10 years.

Perfectly matched retrofit package consisting of the Zenec 3756
(including exclusive benefit of FreeOnTour integration for easy route
synchronisation) and the new dual reversing camera integrated into
the third brake light. Includes a radio switch to operate the system
without starting the engine.

HYMER Service

A perfect match.
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HYMER Original Parts & Accessories
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HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles

HYMER extended warranty for new vehicles
Made to measure

An invitation to dream away

The visco-elastic memory foam specially developed for the HYMER mattress topper is
air-permeable and reacts to even the lightest
weight, moulding perfectly to your body.

You can tell an original HYMER fitted sheet
from its optimal fit. Available for all bed
versions. The cover is pleasantly soft to the
touch and washable at 60°C.

The HYMER slumber set consists of the
following: 1x HYMER performance duvet,
1x HYMER performance pillow and matching
bed linen in migratory bird or paisley patterns, including a complimentary cushion.

For young sleepyheads

Organisational wizard

An individual touch

Measuring 160 x 70 cm, the HYMER child’s
bed provides an extra berth and can be easily
fitted in the Fiat Ducato and Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter cab.

The fold-down bed organiser is a real boon,
providing ideal extra storage for all those who
seldom use the fold-down bed.

The HYMER 18" alloy rims are ideal for those
wanting a sportier look. Available in two colour options: black/orange or anthracite gloss.

Peace of mind for up to 5 years.
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Benefits for motorhomes and camper vans:
From € 549 (incl. insurance tax and roadside assistance)
Claim limit € 10,000 per year
Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

For 4-legged friends

Safety and comfort

Travel is always in fashion

The tailor-made HYMER dog bed in highquality imitation leather comes with a fleecy
cushion and a non-slip cover on the underside. Fits perfectly into most motorhomes.

The space-saving HYMER aluminium dog box
is available in two sizes and is simply fastened
to the seating bench with its specially designed
strap system.

Enjoy being active and discovering new
places? Wherever your journey takes you –
there is the perfect outfit from HYMER.

For all vehicles
registered
in Germany.

Benefits for caravans:
From € 249 (incl. insurance tax)
Claim limit € 5,000 per year
Up to 100% material cost reimbursement

The HYMER roadside assistance guarantee:

Travel safely:

We’ll keep you on the road no matter what. Our mobility warranty
is an integral part of the extended warranty for new vehicles for motorhomes and camper vans. Whatever happens, you can count on us to
keep you moving – throughout Europe and the Mediterranean. You benefit from our comprehensive benefits package and our 24-hour service.

You’ve found your dream leisure vehicle, and we want you to enjoy it!
We are one of the first in our industry to offer an extended warranty
for up to 3 years, so that you can continue to travel safely and with the
same peace of mind even after the initial warranty period has expired.
In the event of any claims, our partner Europ Assistance will guarantee
a top-level, unbureaucratic service and cover any costs as outlined in
the warranty conditions.

Roadside assistance benefits:
• Breakdown assistance
• Vehicle recovery
• Additional expenses/ taxi
• Replacement vehicle

• Getting home or continuing
your journey
• Hotel accommodation
• Returning your vehicle
• Cash advance
• Information service

Further details on our roadside assistance guarantee can be found
in your warranty documentation.

UP TO 3 YEARS
NEW VEHICLE
EXTENDED WARRANTY

Warranty benefits:
Flexible and long-term warranty
Guaranteed protection against unexpected repair costs
Up to 3 years extended warranty on all major components of
your motorhome, camper van or caravan, including bodywork
Europe-wide coverage around the clock
Consistent quality standards at our certified partner garages
Increased value of your leisure vehicle
Professional and rapid claim management
Roadside assistance guarantee for motorhomes and camper vans

HYMER Service

Like sleeping on air
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HYMER dealer and service network
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Service and efficiency

At your side,
all over the world

Ensuring you reach
every destination

HYMER dealer and service network.

HYMER Original Parts & Accessories.

From Denmark to New Zealand – for anyone with an interest
in HYMER vehicles there is always an expert partner nearby
to help you fulfil your motorhoming dreams. Our numerous
international dealers are waiting to welcome you to the world
of HYMER vehicles and caravans – all around the globe.
In Europe, you will find a particularly dense network of dealers
and service providers.

This makes it easy to get a first impression of the various
models and arrange a test drive. Naturally, you can also hire
or purchase your dream vehicle and register for the included
mobility warranty. Are you looking for innovative solutions
in the area of HYMER Original Parts & Accessories? Once
again, your local HYMER dealer will be happy to assist you.
We look forward to your visit!

We want our customers to enjoy their HYMER motorhome
for the entire life of the vehicle. For this reason, in 2012 we
introduced a concept that was a real industry first: a close-knit
supply network called HYMER Original Parts & Accessories. In
other words, we established a unique type of customer service
that is available for all model ranges at any time and without
any complications – and is still going strong today.

The benefits for our customers are impressive to say the least.
For example, you can obtain spare parts for your vehicle within
24 hours, and our supply guarantee gives you 10 years of absolute
peace of mind when it comes to quickly sourcing parts to maintain
vehicle operability. Are you a new customer? Then simply relax
in the knowledge that you are fully covered from day one thanks
to our extended warranty for new vehicles.

You can find your nearest dealer online:
https://www.hymer.com/en/service-and-accessories/dealer-search.html

24 – 48

50 –100

300

Delivery time in hours throughout Europe

Average distance in km to the nearest
HYMER dealer

Number of HYMER service partners
and dealers worldwide

10,000

45,000

210,000

Area of HYMER warehouse in m²

Number of different spare parts available
in warehouse

Deliveries per year

HYMER Service

The figures speak for themselves:
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Icon legend

Our vehicles – an outstanding choice.

Icon legend

The results of the current readers’ poll by the trade magazine promobil are in:
HYMER motorhomes are not only outstanding, they are also in first place in all the most
important categories in 2018. Thank you for placing so much trust in us.

Everything at a glance.
3.5 t

3.5-ton class

PUAL body shell

For a motorhome weighing up to 3.5 t, you are good to
go with a Class B driver’s licence. The vehicle is treated
just like a car when it comes to speed limits, traffic regulations, tolls and vehicle tax.

As early as 1978, HYMER set new standards with its innovative PUAL construction technique. The excellent insulation
provided by the unique PU foam guarantees a comfortable
temperature all year round. Find out more about this topic
on page 9.

Four-wheel drive

Large garage

An optional, driver-activated four-wheel drive system with
greater traction, improved driving stability and the latest
generation of ADAPTIVE ESP® means you can master major
challenges in all weather and road conditions.

The garages of all HYMER motorhomes have a garage door
on both sides as standard – this means they can be loaded
from both sides. Thanks to their size, they can easily accommodate bicycles or scooters.

Rear-wheel drive
With rear-wheel drive, the separation of drive and steering
improves ride comfort and optimises the turning circle.
The handling is also more agile – especially with the more
powerful engines.

We don’t simply produce fantastic
motorhomes. Our customer service
Entrance door
is also excellent.
The 65 cm front door
is particularly
Find
out more generous
from and functional, providing easy access to the motorhome.
page 72 onwards.

GRP

Garage loading capacity

HYMER motorhomes benefit from additional protection
thanks to the GRP coating on the roof/rear and floor. Find
out more on page 10 / 11.

With a loading capacity of up to 450 kg, the garage can
accommodate a vast amount of travel equipment as well
as numerous bicycles or scooters.

Manoeuvrability

Level throughout

Smaller, compact and manoeuvrable motorhomes bring
numerous benefits, for example when looking for a parking
space, during ferry crossings, and when parked up on
pitches or driving along narrow streets.

Thanks to the double floor, your Hymer also boasts a
level living area floor that is free from tripping hazards.

U-shaped seating area

Fold-down bed with single beds

The cosy U-shaped rear seating area offers plenty of
space to relax and while away the hours. In addition, the
large panoramic windows provide a great all-round view.

The front of the HYMER DuoMobil contains a fold-down
bed, which can also be converted in a jiffy into 2 single
beds in the sleeping area thanks to extending footrests.

Headlights

Tank capacities

The HYMER LED headlights and hybrid rear lights not
only meet automotive standards but also provide increased
safety. Find out more on page 10 / 11.

Thanks to their large volume, the fresh water and waste
water tanks ensure even greater self-sufficiency. In addition, they are optimally insulated and heated.

Shower
By housing the wheel arches inside the double floor, we
were able to design the shower with a large level floor.

Simply the best:
HYMER in direct comparison with 19 other motorhome manufacturers:
1

1st place in the category “Resale value”

1

1st place in the category “Aftersales service”

1

1st place in the category “Craftsmanship”

1

1st place in the category “Reliability”

www.hymer.com

Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out.
We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract,
please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about the current product
and series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the
current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not
supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press –
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5 %) are possible
and permissible.
This data complies with European homologation regulations, which may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer
will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the standard
scope of delivery.
Copyright © 2018 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee
www.hymer.com
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram:

